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Enhancing Flatbed Printer Accuracy and
Throughput: Optimal Rational Feedforward

Controller Tuning via Iterative Learning Control

Joost Bolder, Jurgen van Zundert, Sjirk Koekebakker, Tom Oomen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Advanced control methods potentially enable
performance improvements in printing systems for minor
additional costs. The aim of this paper is to develop a
control framework that is capable of delivering throughput
and accuracy enhancements for an industrial flatbed inkjet
printer. The proposed method involves iterative learning
control with a rational feedforward parameterization to
enable varying position references that are required for
printing. Experimental results highlight the efficacy of the
proposed method in a comparison with related pre-existing
learning control approaches.

Index Terms—Data-based control, extrapolation capabili-
ties, iterative learning control, printer, rational feedforward.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
key business driver in the highly competitive printing

industry is the cost/performance ratio of printing sys-

tems. The performance of a printing system is generally

determined by the printing quality and throughput. Advanced

control methods potentially enable performance improvements

while keeping additional costs low, and are hence of valuable

interest. Therefore, the focus in the present paper is on control

of the motion system in an inkjet flatbed printer. Evidently,

the market value of the printer depends on many mechatronic

components and their control [1], including droplet generation

[2], [3], and control of the medium conditioning [4].

An overview of the inkjet flatbed printer is considered

in Fig. 1. The medium is placed on the printing surface

and the carriage, which holds the printheads, moves over

the medium while jetting droplets. This contrasts with more

regular printers, where the medium is transported laterally to

the printhead movements [5], [6]. In present commercial sys-

tems, throughput is sacrificed over print quality by introducing
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Fig. 1: Schematic overview of the flatbed inkjet printer (top view). An example
movement of the carriage is indicated with the dashed line. The considered
control variables are the carriage motor force u and carriage position y.
Control of the gantry position is not considered in the present paper.

overlap in the printed passes to conceal printing errors [6].

Hence, achieving more accurate positioning can enable both

higher quality and throughput.

The desired accuracy and throughput requirement impose

high demands regarding the control specifications. The po-

sition references for the carriage are optimized for minimal

printing time using the location of the medium and layout

of the print. Hence, the references change each task, while

it is important to maintain the accuracy level for the printing

process. Employing standard feedback and feedforward con-

trollers in this scenario generally results in moderate accuracy

[7], which is robust for the changes in the tasks. On the other

hand, Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [8]–[13] is known to

achieve excellent accuracy in printing systems [3], [6], [14],

[15], robotic applications [16], [17], and power systems [18].

In ILC, the control signals are updated from task to task by

learning from measurement data of previous tasks. Learning

control is applied to a planar 3D printer in [14], a planar

ball-screw stage in [19], a flatbed inkjet printer in [20], and

a piezoelectric stage in [21]. In spite of excellent reported

tracking accuracy, the learned control signal is optimal for a

fixed reference trajectory only. Since extrapolation to other

references can lead to significant accuracy degradations [22],

it is essential that extrapolation capabilities are introduced in

ILC to achieve improvements in printing systems.

The excellent accuracy of ILC at the cost of poor extrapo-

lation properties has led to the development of new learning-

based algorithms that aim to combine the performance of ILC

with the extrapolation properties of traditional feedforward

controllers. Performance improvements of a flatbed printer

using a model-based polynomial feedforward parameterization

are presented in [23], of which the initial theoretical steps are
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reported in [24], [25]. This polynomial parameterization is ex-

tended to rational parameterizations in [26] to further enhance

the extrapolation capabilities and performance. Recently, it has

been shown that these results are not fully optimal in the sense

of minimizing a performance criterion, and in [27], a new ILC

approach is developed that is proven to be optimal.

Although important progress in the control of printing

systems is made, earlier results using a polynomial parameter-

ization show a moderate accuracy [6], and do not fully achieve

the potential performance. Therefore, the aim of the present

paper is to exploit the recent advances in rational feedforward

parameterizations and ILC algorithms in [27] to enable ac-

curacy and throughput improvements in the flatbed printer.

The main contribution of the present paper is the design

and experimental implementation of a rational feedforward

parameterization and iterative learning control in the industrial

flatbed printer. In addition, the results in [27] are extended by

adopting a stable inversion approach to enable a significant

amount of preview through non-causal implementation. This

potentially further improves performance. Comparison cases

between the ILC approaches are presented using a benchmark

study with experiments.

Conceptually different ILC approaches in order to introduce

flexibility with respect to changing tasks have been developed

to address related control problems in other applications. In

[28], a segmented approach to ILC is presented and applied

to a wafer stage. This approach is further extended in [15],

where the complete task is divided into subtasks that are

learned individually. The use of such a signal library is

restricting in the sense that the tasks are required to consist of

standardized building blocks that must be learned a priori. The

use of a time-varying robustness filter [29], [30] introduces

extrapolation capabilities for specific filter structures [30],

though only for a restricted class of reference variations. In

[31] an initial input selection for ILC is proposed. This method

can be used to re-initialize the ILC after a reference change,

see the related results in [32]. The re-initialization mapping is

static and model-based, hence modeling errors directly affect

the extrapolation capabilities. In addition, the reference must

be known a priori. For a system-identification-based approach

for the tuning of feedforward controllers, see [33]

This paper is organized as follows. First, control require-

ments for printing are derived in Section II. Next, the control

approach is introduced in Section III. In Section IV, an ILC

algorithm to determine the learning update with a rational

feedforward parameterization is presented. In Section V, the

experimental results are presented, followed by the conclu-

sions in Section VI.

II. CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRINTING

In this section, control challenges for printing are illus-

trated using a state-of-the-art industrial flatbed printer. Several

requirements for control are derived from these challenges.

The goal of this paper is to develop a control framework that

meets the requirements and to verify the designs using an

experimental benchmark test on the flatbed printer.

A. Experimental system: Arizona flatbed printer

The industrial flatbed printer is an Arizona type 550GT [34]

and is presented in Fig. 2. A schematic overview is presented

in Fig. 1. The printer is normally used to print on rigid and

flexible media such as cardboard, plastics, wood, acrylic glass,

and metals. Typical applications include graphic arts, interior

decoration, product decoration and signage. The maximum

medium size is 2.5x1.25 m, and the maximum thickness is

50.8 mm. The carriage contains the printheads, which use

piezoelectric inkjet printing technology. The ink is cured using

UV lamps that are attached to the carriage.

To print an image, the carriage moves over the medium

with constant velocity while the printheads deposit ink. After

each pass of the carriage, the gantry steps in lateral direction

while the carriage reverses. The stepping motion of the gantry,

and scanning motion of the carriage are indicated in Fig. 1.

The y position of the carriage is considered for control in the

present paper. The stepping motion of the gantry does not limit

the accuracy significantly and is therefore not considered. The

carriage actuator is a current-driven brushless electrical motor

with input u that is connected to the carriage via a steel belt-

drive. The sensor is an optical encoder mounted inside the

carriage, yielding a position measurement y.

A typical carriage movement consists of a constant velocity

part, which is required by the inkjet printing process, and

an acceleration part, where the carriage reverses direction.

To minimize printing time, the reference trajectories for the

carriage are tailored to the contents of the image to be printed.

An example document is shown in Fig. 3. The example

document consists of three text blocks which each decrease

in width. To print this document in the shortest time, three

carriage references are required that each decrease in distance.

The printer is connected to a control platform that is

designed to create a large experimental freedom. The user in-

teracts with a host PC. The host is connected to a target PC via

a dedicated network interface. The target (see Fig. 2, top right)

runs the real-time code and is connected to the sensors and

actuators of the flatbed printer. The data acquisition hardware

consists of a National Instruments (NI) PCI-6229 for digital

and analog connections and a NI PCI-6602 for more digital

connections. The carriage motor is a Moog brushless motor,

which is driven by the Advanced Motion Controls B40A20I

current amplifier. The power supply for the amplifiers is a

Delta SM 70-45 with 3.2 kW power. The carriage position

is measured with a Renishaw RGH41 encoder with 1 um

resolution. The host computer runs Matlab/Simulink, where

the simulink real-time toolbox is used to enable flexible control

prototyping via user-friendly block diagrams. The main imple-

mentation aspects involve implementing non-causal filtering

via stable inversion, which is explained in Section IV-B.

B. Control requirements

Developments in printing systems demand increased

throughput and print quality. Achieving higher accuracy is

essential in enabling both, as elaborated on in Section I.

To improve the cost/performance ratio of printing systems, a
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Fig. 2: Océ Arizona 550GT flatbed printer. The printer has four motion axes,
the carriage can translate in the x, y, and z directions (indicated), and rotate
around the z axis with a small angle ϕ (not indicated). The y position of the
carriage is considered for control in the present paper. The position sensor
for y is located inside the carriage, the motor with input u is connected via
a belt-drive to the carriage. The printer is controlled with a real-time target
computer (top right).

control method is required that enables highly accurate posi-

tioning, while maintaining flexibility with respect to changing

references. The control method should therefore satisfy the

following requirements.

R1 Accuracy: the control approach should achieve a high

accuracy to enable high-quality prints and higher through-

puts.

R2 Flexibility: to implement the control method in printing,

the approach should be able to deal with varying refer-

ence trajectories.

The aim of this paper is to develop a control framework

that addresses requirements R1 and R2. As illustrated in the

previous section, the flatbed printer operates in a repeating

fashion, executing similar tasks over and over. Employing

standard feedback and feedforward controllers in this scenario

generally results in moderate accuracy [7], which is robust for

the changes in the tasks. Standard control approaches hence

only satisfy R2, and not R1. This motivates the use of an

ILC-based approach in view of R1, as it is well-known that

ILC can deliver excellent performance in case the disturbances

are trial-invariant [10]. To address R2, a suitable feedforward

parametrization is introduced. It will be shown that when

the parameterization encompasses the inverse system, perfect

performance for any reference is achieved, satisfying both R1

and R2.

In practice, the presence of non-idealities including trial-

varying disturbances, measurement noise, varying initial con-

ditions, and position-dependent dynamics will affect the

achievable performance. Therefore the control designs using

this framework are validated in benchmark experiments on the

Arizona flatbed printer. These benchmark tests are outlined

next.

C. Benchmark test

In the benchmark experiments, the control designs are

evaluated in their efficacy to address requirements R1 and R2,

see Section II-B. Three reference trajectories for the carriage

are applied consecutively, and the tracking performance is
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Fig. 3: Example of a printed document. The corresponding carriage position
references are determined by the document contents, resulting in references
r1, r2, and r3.
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Fig. 4: Carriage position references r1 (–), r2 (-·-), and r3 (- -).

evaluated. To print a high-quality image and meet requirement

R2, it is essential that the tracking accuracy is maintained when

switching references.

The references for the benchmark experiments correspond

to the references required to print the example document in

Fig. 3. The three trajectories are denoted as r1, r2, and r3.

The references are piecewise 4th order polynomial functions

[35], and are presented in Fig. 4. Forward and backward

movements are performed, with a constant velocity part in

between reversing direction.

The maximal displacement of r1 equals 2 m, with a maximal

velocity of 1 ms−1, a forward acceleration of 1 ms−2, and

a backward acceleration of 6 ms−2. The displacement of r2

equals 1.9 m and of r3 equals 1.8 m, with identical maximal

accelerations and velocities as r1.

The control framework is developed in the next section.

III. RATIONAL FEEDFORWARD PARAMETERIZATION

Throughout the paper, standard finite-time and frequency-

domain representations for systems and signals are used [8].

This representation for signals and systems is general and cap-

tures physical models based on ordinary differential equations.

The use is widely adopted in ILC, see, e.g., [10]. Without
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Fig. 5: Control setup.

explicit mentioning, systems and signals are in finite-time

lifted notation, where the experiment length is N samples. A

lifted system is denoted as P , where P ∈ R
N×N is a Toeplitz

matrix that contains impulse response coefficients of system P

[10]. A lifted signal is denoted as uj , where uj ∈ R
N×1 is an

array of values. To indicate a frequency-domain representation

of a system, an argument z is specified, e.g., P (z), where z

is a complex indeterminate.

A. Control setup

The control setup is shown in Fig. 5. All signals and systems

are discrete-time. Each repetition of a reference is considered

as a separate experiment or trial with a fixed length of N

samples. The signals in Fig. 5 are indexed with trial index j.

In Fig. 5, P0 is the carriage with motor input uj and position

output yj , C is a feedback controller, rj is a trial-varying

position reference, ej = rj − yj is the tracking error, and fj
is a feedforward signal. From Fig. 5 follows

ej = S0rj − S0P0fj , (1)

with S0 := (I + P0C)−1 the sensitivity. Notice that, theoret-

ically, the error can be made arbitrarily small by minimizing

S0 through design of the feedback controller C. However, S0

is subject to fundamental limitations [36], including the Bode

sensitivity integral, and hence this is not a feasible solution

for every rj .

Feedforward is typically used to achieve a high perfor-

mance. The idea is to determine fj such that ej = 0. From

(1) results that setting fj = P−1
0 rj leads to ej = 0. The

latter shows that this requires exact knowledge of the carriage

dynamics P0. In practice, P0 is necessarily approximated using

a model P , leading to performance deteriorations [37]. Hence,

standard model-based feedforward is not directly suited in

view of requirement R1, see Section II-B.

An alternative approach is to learn the signal fj from

measurement data of previous trials using a batch-to-batch

control algorithm. This method is commonly referred to as

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [8]. While ILC is known

to achieve excellent performance in practice, see e.g., [16]–

[18], this requires a fixed reference rj = r, ∀j. Changing the

reference can lead to significant performance degradation, see

[6], [32]. Hence, standard ILC is not directly suited in meeting

requirement R2 in Section II-B.

To arrive at a control setup that potentially meets R1 and

R2, the idea is to parameterize fj in rj using a filter. This is

elaborated on next.

B. Rational feedforward parameterization

The basic idea in parameterizing fj in rj is that if rj
changes, also fj is automatically adjusted. Let fj = F (θj)rj ,

C P0ej uj

yj

−

ILC algorithm θj
fj

F (θj)

uc
j

rj

Fig. 6: Iterative learning control setup with basis functions F (θj) imple-
mented.

with F (θj) a filter with parameters θj . The particular structure

of F (θj) and algorithms to determine θj remain to be chosen.

Substitution of fj = F (θj)rj into (1) yields

ej = S0rj − S0P0F (θj)rj (2)

= S0 (I − P0F (θj)) rj .

Equation (2) reveals that if the feedforward is parameterized

in terms of the reference rj , then the error in (2) can be made

invariant under the choice of rj , given that F (θj) = P−1
0 .

This yields perfect accuracy with ej = 0, ∀rj , potentially

meeting requirements R1 and R2 in Section II. The introduced

feedforward parameterization F (θj) is implemented in the

controller structure and shown in Fig. 6.

As elaborated on earlier, to achieve a high accuracy F (θj) =
P−1
0 . The filter should capture the dynamics of P−1

0 . In

the flatbed printer, ultraviolet (UV) light is used to cure the

ink. Two UV lamps are connected to the carriage, these are

indicated in Fig. 2. The mechanical decoupling of the lamps

introduces complex conjugated poles and zeros in P0, also

known as (anti) resonances. Therefore, to achieve a high

accuracy, F (θj) should also include poles and zeros. To this

end, a rational structure for F (θj) is proposed. Let

F (θj , z) =
A(θj , z)

B(θj , z)
(3)

with

A(θj , z) = ξA0 (z) +
m
∑

n=1

ξAn (z)θj [n], (4)

B(θj , z) = ξB0 (z) +
m
∑

n=1

ξBn (z)θj [n], (5)

here, ξAn (z), ξBn (z), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m are polynomial trans-

fer functions in complex indeterminate z, and A(θj , z) and

B(θj , z) are linear in the parameters θj ∈ R
m×1. The pa-

rameters are indexed with θj [n], where, e.g., θj [3] is the third

parameter. For this structure F (θj , z) is a rational function

in θj . In case B(θj , z) = 1, then F (θj , z) = A(θj , z) is a

polynomial function in θj .

The rational basis in (3) enables a high accuracy and can

also introduce extrapolation capabilities with respect to the

iteration varying reference rj by virtue of (2). The structure

for F (θj) in (3) should encompass the inverse plant to

enable extrapolation capabilities with respect to all references.

Choosing a structure for F (θj) can be viewed as selecting

a model structure in a system identification procedure [33].

The dynamics of the flatbed printer include poles and zeros
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and motivate a rational parameterization. In case P0 only

includes poles, a polynomial structure could suffice, e.g., as

used in [6]. A key advantage of the rational parametrization

combined with the stable inversion algorithm explained later

in Section IV-B is infinite pre- and post actuation with only

minor additional parameters, while this typically requires a

high order polynomial parameterization, see [38].

The relation between θj and ej is complicated for such

rational F (θj) in general, and prohibits a manual tuning of

the parameters θj . To achieve a high accuracy, the idea is

to devise a learning-based algorithm to determine θj+1 using

measurement data.

IV. ILC ALGORITHMS FOR RATIONAL BASIS FUNCTIONS

Norm-optimal ILC is an important class of ILC algorithms,

where fj+1 is determined from the solution of an optimization

problem using measurements of ej and fj , see [9], [39], [40].

Inspired by norm-optimal ILC, a similar performance criterion

is presented next.

Definition 1 (Performance criterion). The performance crite-

rion is given by

J (θj+1) := ‖êj+1(θj+1)‖2We
+ ‖fj+1(θj+1)‖2Wf

+ (6)

‖fj+1(θj+1)− fj‖2W∆f
,

with We,Wf ,W∆f � 0 (positive semi-definite) and êj+1 =
ej −SP (fj+1−fj). Here, SP is a model of S0P0 and ‖x‖W
denotes a weighted 2-norm of a vector x, and is defined as

||x||W :=
√
xTWx, where W is a weighting matrix.

Compared to norm-optimal ILC, the key difference in (6)

is that the argument is θj+1, which normally is fj+1. This

is an essential difference, leading to very different optimiza-

tion algorithms for the rational case. In (6), We,Wf , and

W∆f are user-defined weighting matrices to specify accuracy

and robustness objectives such as robustness with respect

to model uncertainty (Wf ) and sensitivity to trial varying

disturbances (W∆f ). The weighting matrices can be tailored

towards different motion tasks such as reference tracking,

point-to-point tasks, residual vibration suppression, and rate-

limiting. A typical choice for the printing task in the present

paper is to emphasize the constant velocity part of a reference

using a diagonal We with varying elements. Specific tuning of

the weighting matrices is discussed further in the experiments

presented in Section V.

The parameters that minimize (6) are denoted as θ∗j+1, and

are given by

θ∗j+1 = argmin
θj+1

J (θj+1). (7)

The notation θ∗j+1 is to explicitly distinguish between θj+1 as

a variable, and a set of numerical values θ∗j+1.

Using the rational basis in (3), instead of a polynomial

basis or standard norm-optimal ILC, introduces significant

complexity in determining (7). The key reason is that in case

of a polynomial basis, the basis is linear in θj , hence (6) is

a quadratic function in θj . Determining θ∗j+1 using (7) can in

this case be performed by a straight-forward analytic solution

to (7). This analytic solution is generally not possible in the

rational case, as the gradient of (7) contains several nonlinear

terms in θj .

A. An ILC-based algorithm for rational feedforward tuning

Several attempts have been made to minimize (6) given (3).

In [27], it is shown that the earlier solution [26] is suboptimal.

Here, an alternative algorithm is used, as first derived in [27].

The algorithm is based on setting

∂J (θj+1)

∂θj+1

= 0. (8)

Notice that this equation is nonlinear in θj+1. The basic idea

to solve (8) using an iterative scheme. The nonlinear terms in

(8) are fixed in each numerical iteration using the results of the

previous iteration. Hence, this approach resorts to iterations of

analytic solutions.

Suppose a specific rational structure F (θj) has been de-

signed by selecting a number of parameters θj (see m in (4)

and (5)) and by selecting the corresponding basis functions

ξAn (z), and ξBn (z) for n = 0, 1, 2, ...,m in (4), (5). Using

the filter F (θj), experiments can be performed following the

implementation in Fig. 6. In the following, the ILC algorithm

is presented that enables the computation of θ∗j+1 in (7).

Algorithm 2 (ILC with a rational basis). Given initial pa-

rameters θ∗0 . Then, set j = k = 0 and perform the following

steps:

1) Perform a trial with fj = F (θ∗j )rj and measure ej ,

2) Determine L<k>, Q<k>, and R<k>, see (12) the Appendix.

3) Determine

θ<k>
j+1 = L<k>ej +Q<k>fj −R<k>rj . (9)

4) Set k → k + 1 and repeatedly go back to 2 until a pre-

specified maximal number of iterations k̄ is met resulting

in θ<k=k̄>
j+1 , then proceed to the next step.

5) Set θ∗j+1 = θ<k=k̄>
j+1 and implement fj+1 = F (θ∗j+1)rj+1,

set j → j + 1, k = 0 and go back to step 1.

Expressions for the learning filter L<k>, robustness filter Q<k>

and direct feedthrough R<k> are given in the appendix. Note

that the stable inversion algorithm in Section IV-B is employed

to compute a bounded solution in case a filtering operation

with an unstable (or non-causal) F (θj) needs to be performed.

Clearly, the parameters for the next trial θj+1 are based

on error measurements ej of the previous trial, see (9). The

convergence of Algorithm 2 is experienced to be good [27], as

is also observed in closely related algorithms in instrumental

variable system identification. If the numerical iterations in

steps 2-4 (indexed with k) converge, then θ∗j+1 is a minimizer

of the performance criterion in Definition 1.

In case P0 includes non-minimumphase zeros, P−1
0 is

unstable. In this case, the feedforward filter F (θj) should

also be unstable, potentially leading to an unbounded fj .

In the next section, this issue is addressed with a stable

inversion approach, enabling a bounded time-domain solution

of fj = F (θj)rj .
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B. Stable inversion

Notice that there is no guarantee that F (θj , z) is a stable

filter. Indeed, if P0 includes non-minimumphase zeros, then

it is directly seen from (2) that the optimal F (θ∗j , z) is an

unstable filter. A key aspect of the proposed approach is that

it can explicitly deal with unstable feedforward filters. In

particular, in the case F (θj , z) in (3) is unstable, the filtering

operations cannot be performed in the usual manner, since

forward time-domain computation leads to unbounded results.

Several approaches to calculate the filtered signals can be

pursued, including: i) stable approximations, e.g., see [41]–

[43], and ii) the stable inversion approach in [44]. In the latter,

the filter is seen as a non-causal operator instead of an unstable

one, see also [45, Section 1.5].

Since stable approximations can lead to significant perfor-

mance deteriorations, the stable inversion approach is adopted,

see [44], [46] for initial results and [38] for an experimental

validation, and [47] for further extensions. In the following,

the relevant steps for calculating f = F (θ, z)r with unstable

F (θ, z) using the exact stable inversion technique are pre-

sented. Assume that F (θ, z) has no poles on the unit circle

in the complex plane and that F (θ, z) is a proper transfer

function.

1) Let F (θ, z) have the state space realization A,B,C,D:

x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Br(t)

f(t+ 1) = Cx(t) +Dr(t)

2) Introduce the following state partitioning:

[

xs(t+ 1)
xu(t+ 1)

]

=

[

As 0
0 Au

] [

xs(t)
xu(t)

]

+

[

Bs

Bu

]

r(t)(10)

f(t) =
[

Cs Cu
]

[

xs(t)
xu(t)

]

+Dr(t)

with λ(As) ⊂ D and λ(Au)∩D = ∅, i.e., the state space

realization is partitioned with all stable poles of F (θ, z)
contained in As and the unstable poles in Au. The closed

unit disk is denoted as D and λ(·) is the set of eigenvalues.

3) Solve forwards in time with x(0) = xs
0:

xs(t+ 1) = Asxs(t) +Bsr(t),

solve backwards in time with x(N − 1) = xu
N :

xu(t+ 1) = Auxu(t) +Bur(t).

4) Compute f(t) =
[

Cs Cu
]

[

xs(t)
xu(t)

]

+Dr(t)

Here, xs
0 is the initial condition of the stable part of F (θ, z)

and xu
N is the final condition of the unstable part of F (θ, z).

Then, the resulting two-point boundary value problem (10) can

be solved forwards and backwards in time [47]. If the preview

time is sufficiently large at the start of the interval, then the

error induced by finite time aspects are typically sufficiently

small.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the basis design, controller tuning and

experimental results are presented. The goal is to perform a

benchmark test and analyze control performance in view of

the requirements R1 and R2 in Section II-B for the proposed

rational feedforward parameterization and corresponding ILC

algorithm. In addition, an experimental comparison with a pre-

existing polynomial basis, and standard norm-optimal ILC is

presented.

A. Controller design

The controller design encompasses the following steps, 1.

system identification, 2. rational basis design, 3. derivation of

a polynomial basis and standard ILC as special cases, and 4.

selection of the weighting matrices. Each step is presented

next.

Step 1, system identification: A frequency response mea-

surement of the carriage system y = P0u is performed, see

Fig. 1. A Gaussian noise excitation signal is used with a

sampling time Ts = 1 ms. A Von Hann window is used to

deal with leakage effects. The non-parametric model Pfrf is

estimated using the procedure in [48, Chapter 3]. The fre-

quency response measurement Pfrf results from 150 averaged

measurement blocks to reduce the variance. The obtained

frequency resolution is 0.125 Hz. The parametric model P (z)
is estimated using an iterative identification procedure, as e.g.

in [49]. The resulting state-space model for P (z) is of 10th

order. The Bode diagrams of Pfrf and P (z) are shown in

Fig. 7. The identified model P (z) resembles relatively well

with the measurement Pfrf for frequencies up to approximately

150 Hz. Analysis of Pfrf(z) reveals an anti-resonance at 7 Hz,

and a resonance at 7.75 Hz. This anti-resonance/resonance

pair is associated with the UV-lamps highlighted in Fig. 2.

There are two more pairs of anti-resonance/resonances at

approximately 30 and 52 Hz. The resonance at 100 Hz is

caused by the decoupling of the carriage from the steel drive

belt. Two poles below 0.25 Hz are present, illustrated by the

-40 dB/decade slope in the low-frequency range.

Step 2, rational basis design: Analysis of the fre-

quency response of P0 in the previous step revealed several

poles and zeros, constituting 2 integrators, and three anti-

resonance/resonance pairs and a resonance. To capture the

main phenomena in P0, the numerator A(θj , z) and denomi-

nator B(θj , z), see (3), are selected as follows

A(θj , z) = K(z)

(

1 +
(

z−1

zTs

)

θj [1] +
(

z−1

zTs

)2

θj [2]+

(

z−1

zTs

)3

θj [3] +
(

z−1

zTs

)4

θj [4]

)

,

B(θj , z) = 1 +
(

z−1

zTs

)

θj [5] +
(

z−1

zTs

)2

θj [6]+
(

z−1

zTs

)3

θj [7] +
(

z−1

zTs

)4

θj [8],

(11)

where K(z) is given by

K(z) =
α(z − β)(z − 1)

z
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Fig. 7: Bode diagram of the frequency response measurement Pfrf(z) (· · · )
and identified model P (z) (–). The flexible dynamics of the UV lamps are
clearly visible at approximately 7.5 Hz.

with, α = 6.40 · 105 and β = 9.995 · 10−1. The filter

K(z) constitutes a standard acceleration and viscous friction

compensation, see [35]. This compensates for the two poles

below 0.25 Hz in P0. The polynomials A(θj , z) and B(θj , z)
are of 4th order. This enables the compensation of two anti-

resonance/resonance pairs.

The values for ξAn (z) and ξBn (z) for n = 0, 1, ..., 8 in (4) and

(5) can be directly obtained from (11) and are not presented

here for brevity.

Step 3, polynomial basis and standard ILC as special cases:

The polynomial basis follows by setting B(θj , z) = 1 in

(11), yielding fj = A(θj , z)rj . Hence, the structure of the

polynomial basis is identical to the structure of the rational

basis without the poles. Note that with B(θj , z) = 1, the

learning filters in Algorithm 2 are invariant over the iterations

in k, hence step 4 in Algorithm 2 can be skipped and a direct

analytic solution is obtained.

Standard norm-optimal ILC is recovered by setting fj = θj ,

with θj ∈ R
N , hence as many parameters as samples in a trial

are used. The learning filters follow by setting ΨA
rj

= I,ΨB
ej

=

0,ΨB
fj

= 0, ζ <k> = I, ξA0 = 0, and ξB0 = 1 in (12). Note that

also in this case, step 4 in Algorithm 2 can be skipped, and

the standard analytic ILC solution is obtained [9].

Step 4, selection of the weighting matrices: The weighting

matrices in the performance criterion in (6) are selected

We = I · 106, and Wf = W∆f = 0. This selection ensures

that a minimal tracking error is pursued and that the learning

rate is maximized. This enables a fair comparison between the

different ILC approaches in view of the capable performance.

Remark 1 (Computational cost). In the rational case, it is

experienced in practice that 7 to 10 iterations in k (see

step 4 in Algorithm 2) is sufficient before proceeding to step

5. This increases the computational cost with respect to a

polynomial parameterization with approximately a factor 10.

The increased computational complexity does not hamper the

application in the flatbed printer, since the parameter update

is computed offline.

B. Main experimental results

As indicated in Fig. 3, 60 trials are performed in total, where

the reference rj is given by

rj = r1, for 0 ≤ j < 20,

rj = r2, for 20 ≤ j < 40,

rj = r3, for 40 ≤ j < 60.

Hence, the reference is changed at trials 20 and 40. Require-

ment R1 in Section II-B involves achieving a high tracking

performance, which means that the performance criterion

J (θj) should have a low value. Requirement R2 demands that

this performance is maintained when the reference is changed.

Hence, the change of the performance criterion at trials 20 and

40 is the measure for evaluating the control approaches in view

of requirement R2. Note that depending on the printed image,

the references may even change every trial, hence, much more

often than the benchmark presented here.

The initial parameters θ0 are set to values close to zero. For

the rational basis functions, a maximum of 10 iterations in k

is used, see step 4 in Algorithm 2. For standard ILC, f0 = 0.

The algorithms are invoked, and the results are presented

in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10, revealing the following key

observations.

Analysis of the performance criterion in Fig. 8 shows that

the rational basis achieves a factor 3.3 better performance

than the polynomial basis for r1, a factor 1.9 for r2 and a

factor 1.15 for r3. The performance of the ILC with a rational

basis is much less sensitive to the reference variations than

the performance of the polynomial basis and standard ILC,

illustrating significantly improved extrapolation capabilities.

For standard ILC, the value of the cost function increases

from 0.12 to 19.7 at trial 20, and to similar values for trial 40.

Standard ILC is hence not suited in view of requirement R2

in Section II-B. For the polynomial basis, the value decreases

from 2.14 to 1.12 at trial 20 and increases from 1.14 to 1.67
at trial 40. For the rational parameterization, the performance

remains at 0.67 at trial 20, and increases slightly from 0.66 to

1.1 at trial 40. Clearly, the rational parameterization is the best

suited in view of meeting requirement R2. Although standard

ILC achieves the lowest cost function values, the performance

deteriorates drastically when the reference is changed, leading

to unacceptable values. This will be particularly true if the ref-

erence changes more often or continuously. The performance

in-between reference changes is more or less constant for all

approaches. The level is likely caused by under-modeling in

F (θj , z), which is a topic for future research.

Time-domain tracking errors are presented in Fig. 9, with

a more detailed view of fj and ej from trial 10 in Fig. 10.

The results show that when the reference changes, the tracking

error with standard ILC increases dramatically. The results also

show that the tracking error with the rational parameterization

is smaller than with the polynomial one. Furthermore, the

control signals of standard ILC and the rational parame-

terization clearly slow rational behavior, illustrated by the

oscillatory nature. The polynomial parameterization cannot
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Fig. 8: Cost function values J (θj). The performance of the rational basis

functions (×) is insensitive to the reference change r1 → r2 at j = 20
and slightly sensitive at the reference change r2 → r3 at j = 40.
The performance with the polynomial basis (◦) is more sensitive for both
reference changes. The performance of standard norm-optimal ILC (△) is
extremely sensitive to the reference changes, resulting in a dramatic decrease
in performance of a factor 159 for r1 → r2 and a factor 165 for r2 → r3.
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Fig. 9: Time-domain tracking errors: r1 trial 0 (black) and 19 (green), (left
column), r2 trial 20 (black) and 39 (green), (middle column), r3 trial 40
(black) and 59 (green), (right column), rational (top row), polynomial (middle
row), and standard ILC (bottom row). As the reference changes, standard
ILC shows a large error increase when compared with the parameterized
approaches. The rational approach achieves the lowest racking errors.

generate control signals with infinite support, and results in

a larger tracking error.

Concluding the experiments, the rational basis and Algo-

rithm 2 perform well in view of requirements R1, and R2 in

Section II, demonstrating significant accuracy improvements

and flexibility with respect to reference changes. The polyno-

mial basis performs worse than the rational basis in terms of

both R1 and R2. Standard ILC achieves a very high accuracy,

and is hence very suited for R1, but clearly lacks flexibility
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Fig. 10: Time domain measurements of f10 (top) and e10 (bottom) for the
rational basis (–), polynomial basis (- -), and standard ILC (–). Standard ILC
and ILC with a rational parameterization compensate the oscillations in the
error to a large extent, in contrast to the polynomial parameterization, which
cannot generate a signal with infinite support.

with respect to reference changes, and does not satisfy R2.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The main result of the present paper is a control approach

to meet increasing throughput and accuracy demands for

an industrial flatbed printer. Printing systems require a high

positioning accuracy while maintaining a large freedom in the

reference trajectories to achieve optimal throughput.

A rational feedforward parameterization and suitable ILC is

employed. The rational basis can compensate effects related

to parasitic flexible dynamics in the flatbed printer. The ad-

vantages of using a rational basis in ILC for a printing system

are confirmed in a relevant experimental case study, where the

proposed approach is compared with a pre-existing polynomial

parameterization and standard ILC. Significant performance

improvements as well as enhanced extrapolation capabilities

are demonstrated.

Ongoing research is towards multivariable systems and

position-dependent disturbances and dynamics.

APPENDIX

A detailed derivation of the learning filters is presented

in [27]. The approach in [27] has close connections with

commonly used algorithms for Instrumental Variable (IV)

system identification [50].

If k = 0, then initialize θ<k−1>
j+1 = θj . The learning filters for

rational basis functions with the IV approach are given by

L<k> =
(

ζ <k>Γ
)−1

ζ <k>JTWeξ
B
0 , (12)

Q<k> =
(

ζ <k>Γ
)−1

ζ <k> (JTWeJ +W∆f

)

ξB0 ,

R<k> =
(

ζ <k>Γ
)−1

ζ <k> (JTWeJ +Wf +W∆f

)

ξA0 ,
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with

Γ =
(

JTWeJ +Wf +W∆f

)

ΨA
rj

− JTWeΨ
B
ej

−
(

JTWeJ +W∆f

)

ΨB
fj
.

Here,

ζ <k> =





∂f <k−1>
j+1

∂θ<k−1>
j+1





T

B−1(θ<k−1>
j+1 ),

where

∂f <k−1>
j+1

∂θ<k−1>
j+1

= B
(

θ<k−1>
j+1

)−1
ΨA

rj
−A(θ<k−1>

j+1 )B
(

θ<k−1>
j+1

)−2
ΨB

rj
.

To compute the latter in case of unstable B(θ<k−1>
j+1 )−1, the

stable inversion approach in Section IV-B is used. Next,

J := SP is a model of the process sensitivity S0P0. The

basis functions in lifted notion are given by

ΨA
rj

=
[

ξA1 rj , ξA2 rj , . . . , ξAmrj
]

,

ΨB
ej

=
[

ξB1 ej , ξB2 ej , . . . , ξAmej
]

,

ΨB
fj

=
[

ξB1 fj , ξB2 fj , . . . , ξBmfj
]

,

ΨB
rj

=
[

ξB1 rj , ξB2 rj , . . . , ξBmrj
]

.

Here, ξAn and ξBn are the lifted representations corresponding

with ξAn (z) and ξAn (z) in (4) and (5). The weighting matrices

We,Wf ,W∆f � 0 should be chosen such that (6) is a

well-defined criterion, i.e., ζ <k>Γ must have full rank. It is

experienced that this is often directly satisfied by setting

We ≻ 0 (positive definite) for the rational feedforward

parameterization.
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